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Using a thermoelectric measurement, we demonstrate the nucleation and detection of a single 360�

homochiral N�eel domain wall (DW), formed by an independently nucleated pair of 180� N�eel DWs

having the same helicity in a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy track. The DW formation is

governed by strong interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) and detected at room tem-

perature using the anomalous Nernst effect (ANE). A large DMI can be generated at an interface

where the symmetry is broken between a material having a large spin-orbit coupling and a thin fer-

romagnetic layer. The ANE voltage, VANE / rT �M, is sensitive to the magnitude of the out-of-

plane magnetization M through a confined in-plane temperature gradient rT and allows for the

direct thermoelectrical detection of the DW position with nanoscale accuracy along the track. Here,

we present evidence that independently nucleated pairs of 180� N�eel DWs in microwire devices

can be brought together by an applied magnetic field to form a 360� homochiral N�eel DW.

Subsequently, we show that a strong magnetic field needs to be applied in order to annihilate the

360� DW due to the strong interfacial DMI in our Pt/Co(0.6nm)/AlOx multilayers. In addition to

enabling a high magnetic storage and data transfer rate with low power consumption in novel com-

putational and storage devices, such DWs facilitate a reduction in bit size down to a few nano-

meters with metastability. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040321

The constant rise in data volume and complexity in

today’s society is currently raising huge challenges to store

and process information. Dense and low power consumption

mass storage devices, as well as stand-alone and embedded

memories such as non-volatile random access memories

(RAMs), are required. Fast non-volatile RAM that can be writ-

ten with a very low energy is a credible candidate to replace

static RAM (SRAM) in cache memories and integrate non-

volatility in the core of future processors. This would consider-

ably reduce power consumption as well as pave the way

towards normally-off-instantly-on computers. Some very inno-

vative solutions for two types of applications in random access

memories, such as non-volatile magnetic RAM (MRAM)

memory1–3 as well as mass storage, were recently proposed.4

Recent advances led to several proposals for storage class

magnetic memories that could form a solid state replacement

for hard disks at equivalent manufacturing cost in the data stor-

age industry. One of the most famous proposals is the domain

wall (DW) racetrack memory. Racetrack memory involves

moving magnetic DWs—the boundaries between regions of

opposite magnetization—along a nanowire using spin-

polarized current pulses and reading the magnetization at well-

defined positions along the wire.4 This system also offers the

opportunity to make logical operations by manipulating DWs.

DWs are a particular example of a magnetization

pattern which can be used to store information using

magnetism in what would otherwise be the uniform

magnetization of a conventional ferromagnetic material.

However, despite large research efforts on DWs in recent

years, real proof-of-concept of functional devices are still

missing. Several fundamental issues have impeded the

practical realization of such devices, namely, the large cur-

rent density needed to move the DWs that leads to large

writing energies, heating and reliability issues, and the

large DW pinning that leads to stochasticity in the DW

position at rest. Some of these aforementioned issues are

even known to induce errors in the writing process.

Besides directly demonstrating the interaction of charge

and spin current within the magnetization texture present

in nanowire DW devices, their careful electrical characteri-

zation holds useful information for its future implementa-

tion in emerging technologies. The existing electrical

detection approach using the anomalous Hall effect (AHE)

is limited to specific device architectures such as Hall

crosses,5,6 and the work presented here adds another sel-

domly used yet functional device-based approach based on

the anomalous Nernst effect (ANE).

We have recently demonstrated precise track position

and motion detection of a single propagating DW in a per-

pendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) material with nano-

scale resolution, using the thermoelectrical analogue of the

AHE, the ANE.7 The ANE voltage, VANE / rT �M; is an

integral over the local electromotive force along the track

and is sensitive to the out-of-plane magnetization M through

a confined thermal gradient rT. For a constant rT over

the wire length, VANE depends linearly on DW position,a)mc2026@cam.ac.uk
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thus allowing direct thermoelectrical detection of the DW

position with nanoscale accuracy.

In this work, we report electrically the nucleation and

detection of a single 360� homochiral N�eel DW through ANE

in a PMA track with a strong interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-

Moriya interaction (DMI). The DMI is known to be a direct

manifestation of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in systems with

broken inversion symmetry.8,9 A large DMI can be generated

at the interface with a broken symmetry between a material

having a large SOC (e.g., Pt or Ta) and a thin ferromagnetic

layer.10–14 It has been shown that the DMI can change the

structure of DWs from conventional Bloch configurations into

chiral N�eel geometries,15 controlling the direction of propaga-

tion and increasing the velocity of the DW in racetrack struc-

tures dramatically.16 DMI also leads to the creation of

nanometer-scale topologically stable magnetic skyrmions that

can be manipulated by extremely low current densities.13,17–25

We present evidence that, when brought together by an

applied magnetic field, two independently nucleated 180�

N�eel DWs with the same helicity create a 360� homochiral

N�eel DW. When the two 180� N�eel DWs meet, they are dif-

ficult to annihilate in our Pt/Co(0.6 nm)/AlOx multilayers

due to the presence of a strong interfacial DMI, and require

large applied magnetic fields (>0.35 T) directed along the

domain magnetization. The presence of a single 360� N�eel

DW is detected by assuming that the 360� N�eel DW is a

nucleation center generated when applying a magnetic field

opposite to the magnetization orientation of our magnetized

wire. In this case, two oppositely propagating 180� N�eel

DWs are responsible for the magnetization reversal of the

whole wire, and the nucleation field is found to be signifi-

cantly reduced compared to a fully saturated wire. This is

because the nucleation process before and after the creation

of the 360� N�eel DW is qualitatively different.

The N�eel wall gives rise to up and down magnetic

moments along the whole length of the 180� N�eel DW, sepa-

rated by the DW width D. DW width is on the order of

Dffip
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
AK�1

eff

p
, where A is the exchange stiffness and Keff is

the effective anisotropy constant including the perpendicular

demagnetizing field in the local approximation. D is typically

several nanometres in such systems.15 A single 360� homochi-

ral N�eel DW can be formed from pairs of 180� N�eel DWs

with the same helicity but demonstrates qualitatively distinct

behavior from their constituent 180� N�eel DWs [see Fig. 1(a)].

To enable electrical nucleation and detection of such DWs,

ANE measurements were carried out.

Figure 1(b) shows a scanning electron microscope

(SEM) image of a fabricated device, consisting of a Pt/Co/

AlOx wire with a notch in the center sandwiched between

two adjacent Pt heater lines. It contains Au nucleation strip

lines crossing the left and right contact area of the magnetic

wire. Ta(3 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/Co(0.6 nm)/AlOx(2 nm) magnetic

microwires were defined using electron beam lithography

and comprise a 1 lm wide and either a 60 lm or 120 lm long

wire. The multilayers were deposited on a thermally oxi-

dized silicon wafer by DC magnetron sputtering. After depo-

sition, the samples were oxidized at a pressure of 3� 10�3

mbar and a radio-frequency power of 10 W in order to induce

strong perpendicular anisotropy. The process was identical

to that published earlier.26 The electrical contacts/heater

lines-Pt(25 nm) and the nucleation stripe lines-Cr(10 nm)/

Au(100 nm) were defined in a lift-off process using electron

beam lithography and sputter deposition and evaporation,

respectively. Two 500 nm wide Pt heater wires were pat-

terned 3 lm above and 3 lm below the central magnetic

microwire. The magnetic parameters in such systems for Pt/

Co/AlOx multilayers are the exchange stiffness Affi 16 pJ/m,

saturation magnetization Msffi 1.1 MA/m, perpendicular

anisotropy Kffi 1.3 MJ/m3, and DMI parameter Dffi 2.6 mJ/

m2.27,28 In-plane thermal gradients perpendicular to the long-

axis of the microwires are generated by electrical heater cur-

rent lines running parallel to the microwires. An oscillating

heat gradient was generated by the application of AC heater

currents of 1 mA up to 10 mA with the frequency fheat

¼ 79 Hz. VANE was measured using lock-in detection at the

second harmonic at room temperature. DW injection was car-

ried out by applying a current pulse to these strip lines. The

application of 5-ms-long nucleation pulse of 90 mA to the

strip line generates an Oersted field which forms a reversed

magnetized domain with a single DW present on the left-

hand side (DW 1) and right-hand side (DW 2) of the mag-

netic wire, respectively.

Figure 1(c) shows the typical ANE voltage while sweep-

ing the external magnetic field in the direction perpendicular

to the substrate and the microwire l0Hz and applying a

heater current Iheater¼ 4 mA (heater power Pheater¼ 62.4

mW) to the heater line at room temperature. The magnetiza-

tion reversal is reflected in a hysteretic behaviour in VANE

FIG. 1. Single 360� homochiral N�eel DW, devices and ANE reversal loops.

(a) Illustration of a 360� homochiral N�eel DW created from 2� 180� N�eel

DWs. (b) SEM image of the device with microwire, two Pt heater lines, Au

nucleation strip lines, and a schematic representation of the electrical mea-

surement setup. VANE and Iheater represent the ANE voltage and heater cur-

rent, respectively. (c) VANE as a function of applied perpendicular magnetic

field (Hz) to the device. The arrows show the sweep direction of Hz. (d)

VANE as a function of Iheater. The dashed line shows a quadratic fit.

262409-2 Cubukcu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 112, 262409 (2018)



with the square loop (coercive field l0Hcoercive ffi 40.5 mT)

indicating magnetization reversal is governed by fast DW

motion. VANE scales quadratically with increasing Iheater [see

Fig. 1(d)] and hence linearly with the applied Pheater and rT,

as expected for a thermoelectric signal.7

Figure 2(a) shows the illustration of the state of the mag-

netization using SEM images in our microwire device step-by-

step from a saturated state to the state of a single 360� N�eel

DW created from independently nucleated pairs of 180� N�eel

DWs with the same helicity. Figure 2(b) shows the variation of

the ANE signal when the DW 1 creeps along the magnetic

microwire driven by a magnetic field. Before the nucleation of

DW 1, a perpendicular positive saturation field of 1 T was

applied to saturate the microwire magnetization. The field was

then swept from zero to �50 mT. The DW 1 is nucleated at

l0Hnucffi�17 mT and at this field VANE sharply rises from

VANEffi 0.5 lV to a nearly zero value. Here, a reversed domain

has first nucleated at the microwire and then propagated to the

notch centered between the two contacts where it remained

pinned. The peak at the beginning of the plateau is induced by

electrical crosstalk from the nucleation pulse (N.P). DW 1 then

depins from the notch around �23 mT and continues propaga-

tion through the remaining part of the microwire, completing

the magnetization reversal (VANEffi�0.5 lV). Figure 2(c)

shows a minor loop allowing pinned DW 1 at the notch. Note

that the similar behavior has also been observed on the right-

hand side for DW 2 of the magnetic wire. Once DW 1 is nucle-

ated, propagated, and pinned at the notch (VANE ffi 0 lV), DW

2 can then be nucleated and propagated with increasing mag-

netic field from zero until the notch where the two 180� N�eel

DWs meet. Here, they merge into a 360� N�eel DWs (VANE

ffi�0.5 lV) [Fig. 2(d), black curve].

In order to quantify a single 360� N�eel DW created in

the microwire, we compare the coercive field in the presence

of the 360� N�eel DW to the coercive field of a homoge-

neously saturated sample. We sweep the magnetic field in

the direction opposite to the magnetization orientation from

�50 mT to 50 mT. A single 360� N�eel DW can then be sepa-

rated into two 180� at l0Hnuc (360�)ffi 36.5 mT. The microwire

now switches clearly at a field lower than the coercive field

of the major loop [Fig. 2(a)], i.e., l0Hnuc (360�)< l0Hcoercive

which show the magnetization reversal process is now gov-

erned by the propagation of two separated 180� N�eel DWs

[Fig. 2(d), blue curve]. Figure 3(a) shows the nucleation field

l0Hnuc as a function of l0Hz for l0Hz��60 mT after nucle-

ating two 180� N�eel DWs every time. For l0Hz��35 mT,

the nucleation field is stable around 36.5 mT which indicates

the stabilization of a 360� N�eel DW. For smaller negative

applied l0Hz, the two 180� N�eel DWs do not yet meet at the

notch [Fig. 2(a) state (4)] or l0Hz is not yet enough to stabi-

lize 360� N�eel DW.

In order to measure the annihilation field, a single 360�

N�eel DW was created at l0Hz¼�60 mT and then the mag-

netic field was ramped to a maximum field �l0Hmax. �Hmax

is the large applied magnetic field directed along the domain

magnetization in the same direction as the �60 mT genera-

tion field. The magnetic field is then swept back to a positive

applied magnetic field at 60 mT so that the nucleation field

l0Hnuc can be measured. This is repeated for different

�l0Hmax after creating a 360� N�eel DW every time. Figure

3(a) shows the dependence of the measured l0Hnuc on the

�l0Hmax. When �l0Hmax> 0.35 T, the magnetic field is

large enough to annihilate the 360� N�eel DW and the nucle-

ation field sharply rises from �36.5 mT to �40.5 mT [Fig.

3(d), inset]. The sharp rise is caused by the nucleation pro-

cess and is qualitatively different from that after full satura-

tion has been achieved.29 Once a single 360� N�eel DW is

annihilated, the reversal process is governed by reversed

domain nucleation and propagation as on the major loop

[Fig. 1(c)] rather than propagation of two 180� DWs. The

error bar in the figures reflects the distribution of fields due

to thermal activation for all events while repeating the

FIG. 2. Nucleation and detection of a

single 360� N�eel DW. (a) Illustration

of the state of the magnetization using

SEM images of our microwire device

step by step from a saturated state (1)

to the state of a single 360� N�eel DW

created from an independently nucle-

ated pair of 180� N�eel DWs (5) and

then separating them into two 180�

N�eel DWs (6). (b) ANE voltage mea-

surement of the 1 lm wide PMA wire

before and after DW 1 creation and

detection while sweeping a magnetic

field. (c) The minor loop shows clearly

pinned DW 1 at the notch. (d) The for-

mation of a single 360� N�eel DW from

an independently nucleated pair of

180� N�eel DWs with the same helicity.

262409-3 Cubukcu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 112, 262409 (2018)



experiments. This observed difference of fields is obviously

much larger.

The formation of a single 360� homochiral N�eel DW

takes place when two 180� N�eel DWs of the same helicity

merge together by a magnetic field in the presence of DMI. It

is unable to annihilate, since an energy barrier must be over-

come when the wall core rotates out of the easy direction

defined by the combination of anisotropy and DMI.29,30 The

stability of two 180� N�eel DWs in the 360� N�eel DW depends

on the magnitude of the DMI, and the annihilation field of the

360� N�eel DW is a direct evaluation of this DMI.31 A strong

magnetic field (>0.35 T) has to be applied in order to annihi-

late the 360� N�eel DW because of the strong interfacial DMI

in our Pt/Co(0.6 nm)/AlOx multilayers. The high DMI in these

heterostructures was previously confirmed through measure-

ments using a scanning nanomagnetometer based on the

Nitrogen-Vacancy defect in diamond (D ffi 2.6 mJ/m2) by

Tetienne et al.27 and using magneto-optical Kerr microscopy

(Dffi 2.2 mJ/m2) by Pizzini et al.28

The formation of 360� DWs in Co and Permalloy with

in-plane magnetized thin film wires was demonstrated in the

past by successively injecting two 180� DWs into the

wire.32–34 The annihilation and dissociation of 360� DWs

was demonstrated by applying a magnetic field parallel to

the wire, showing that annihilation fields were several times

higher than the dissociation field. For a 150 nm wide Co

wire, the magnetic field for annihilation of 360� DWs was

around 70 mT. The 360� homochiral N�eel DWs shown in our

work are much more stable than the a-chiral walls studied so

far. The current-driven manipulation and motion of 360�

homochiral N�eel DWs together with their thermal stability

are interesting topics for future exploration towards the ulti-

mate goal of using such domain walls in spintronic race-

track memories.

In conclusion, we demonstrate the electrical nucleation

and detection of a nanoscale single 360� homochiral N�eel

DW in a PMA material using a detection scheme that is the

thermoelectrical analogue of the AHE, namely, the ANE. This

detection scheme eliminates the need for using Hall crosses

and is a powerful complementary technique to characterize

domain walls along the track using temperature gradients,

without the need for a flowing current. Once created, a single

360� N�eel DW is difficult to annihilate with high magnetic

field for topological reasons, thus demonstrating its potential

for use in skyrmion-based spintronic devices.13,35

Furthermore, a single skyrmion can be nucleated in magnetic

wire devices from a 360� N�eel DW by applying an in-plane

electric current in a rectangular shaped geometry.36 Finally,

ANE detection can potentially provide a simple and powerful

electrical detection to precisely track the position and manipu-

lation of magnetic objects in PMA nanostructures.
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